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Love You Mom: The Gift Of ColoringThe perfect anti-stress coloring book for momsGive your mom

the gift of relaxation with this inspiring anti-stress adult coloring book.Promoting relaxation the

beautifully detailed black and white illustrations will guide her through a journey of de-stressing art

therapy, while the inspiring quotes celebrating motherhood will remind her just how important she is

to you.This lovely gift will take your mom's free time into a new and thoughtful dimension.Each of

the individual drawings is specially printed on a single page with the reverse left blank so they can

be cut out and kept to create a picture perfect for framing or displaying.Whether she already enjoys

coloring or hasn't picked up a pencil since she was a child, she wil lfind something here to love.You

may also enjoy:Love You Dad: The Gift Of ColoringLove You Grandma: The Gift Of ColoringLove

You Grandad: The Gift Of ColoringLove You Friend: The Gift Of Coloring
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I bought this for my vacation quiet time...I completed 2 full pages and working on the third. It's

addicting and indeed very relaxing! I will be buying more.

Got this for my mother in law and she loves it. She told me she finished the entire book in 5 days.

Everyone likes to color or I hope they do so adult coloring books like this are perfect for your inner

child. Well made product at a great price. Can't go wrong with this as a gift for the mom in your life

who loves to be artistic through coloring books.



I bought this coloring book for my wife for Mother's Day this year and she seems to like it so far. She

has already colored one page in it and says she looks forward to taking it on our annual family trip to

Florida. It will not only help her relax, but will give her something to do on the 16 hour drive

down.The pages seem to be thick enough that the coloring doesn't bleed through to the other side

with the use of proper pencils and crayons. The artwork is quite extensive and leaves plenty of room

for imagination when it comes to coloring and filling in the blank space with creativity and

imagination. The only downside I can see to the book so far, is the fact that it seems a little thinner

than I would have imagined. I wish it had more content to it and was a larger book. Hence the 4

stars, instead of the full 5 star review.My children also seemed to like the book, and have already

asked if they could color in it. This means we will be looking for a nice child one here soon and will

review it accordingly as well.I would buy this book again and would also recommend it to a friend.

Many of the pictures had such tiny detail I don't know how it could be colored. Returned

I really like the detail of this coloring book! Every page has a different design, and on the adjacent

page includes a quote for mom to read as she colors. Adult coloring books seem to be gaining a lot

of popularity, and I bought this as a gift for my mom for this Mother's Day. It's cheap and

inexpensive, and I thought it would give her something relaxing to do. I actually made a gift basket

for her, and this was one of the items I placed in the basket. Its cute, and the perfect "relaxation" gift

for any mom.

I got this for my mom for her birthday and I can't wait to give it to her. It has a lot of very sweet

sayings and the pictures are beautiful!

She loved it!

I bought this for my mom for Christmas and she loved. She puts so much detail in her artwork.
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